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In  this group of  thesis  paintings,   I have explored 
some relationships  between geometric   units and organic   forms 
of the  human figure.     The compositions are based on certain 
historical works   (e.g. Matisse,   Botticelli)   in which variety 
of shapes,   use of space,   juxtaposition of forms,   linear move- 
ments,   and color associations   suggest an inexhaustible supply 
of relationships   that are relevant   to the intentions of each 
thesis   painting.     I have  chosen a particular  historical work 
as a natural starting point,   as another artist might select 
a certain   landscape,   set up a still-life,   or choose a photo- 
graph.     The work was   not chosen,   however,   because it was my 
favorite painting by that particular artist,   but because   it 
offered a  range of provocative possibilities   for my explora- 
tion.     Many pictorial elements   in  the original works,  although 
they may have  influenced my selection,   have not proven 
necessary or of personal importance   in  the   thesis  paintings. 
There  exists   in my paintings  no study of academic  perspective, 
of real or atmospheric  space,   of surface modeling governed 
by a certain  flow of  light,   nor of a certain color-to-real- 
object balance. 
As   the pictorial compositions  differ in each of  the 
historical paintings,   so do  they in each of  the  thesis 
paintings.     This   difference  is visible  through the geometry 
of the human figures  existing  in each historical and thesis 
painting.  But within the various ideas of figure and picto- 
rial construction, there exists in all the paintings an 
occupation with positive to negative and organic to geometric 
relationships, (e.g. In Titian's "Bacchanal" there are organic 
forms of the figures juxtaposed to the geometric forms of urns 
and of those implied by nature, the landscape and trees.) 
In the transformation of an historical, pictorial idea, 
I have sometimes used the complete work, but, often I have 
used only a portion.  My choice of source material governs 
the size and shape of my canvas which in turn suggests a 
series of squares, rectangles, and linear diagonals which 
serve as space dividers and activators.  Segments of the fig- 
ures, inserted in an assigned space keyed to the modular grid 
created by the canvas division of squares and rectangles, 
initiate a series of exchanges within these modular grid 
segments and finally within the entire painting.  The push 
and pull of the individual module is determined by the shift- 
ing of color and its value in relation to the adjacent module 
and to the twisted, delineated surfaces of the figures which 
flow from one module to another.  The illusionistic qualities 
of the paintings are created by the tension between the modular 
segments and their individual negative areas. 
The literary or iconographic aspects of the paintings 
I chose to work from are not of great interest to me.  It was 
the plastic qualities of these chosen works that I made use 
of in my paintings. 
